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We show that if n is sufficiently large then there is a graph G of order n with In”’ log n] 
edges such that the transitive closure of every acyclic orientation of G has at least (,“) - n3” log n 
edges. A consequence of this is that with Ln3’* log n] parallel processors n objects may be 
sorted in two time intervals. This improves considerably some results of Haggkvist and Hell. We 
prove similar assertions about sorting with only d-step implications. 
Let n, r and d be fixed natural numbers and suppose we are given n objects in a 
linear order unknown to us. We ask ml simultaneous questions, where each 
question is a binary comparison: which of two given elements a and b is greater? 
Having obtained the answers, we deduce all implications with at most d steps: if we 
get the answers a0 <a,, al <a2, . . . , aj_, <aj where jsd, then we deduce that 
a, < aj . With a slight abuse of terminology we call these implications d-step impli- 
cations. Thus if d, <d2 then every dt-step implication is a d2-step implication. We 
also call a 2-step implication a direct implication. Having deduced the d-step impli- 
cations, in the next round we choose another m2 questions and deduce all d-step 
implications, and so on. We have to choose our questions so that after r rounds we 
know the complete order of the elements. 
Denote by f(n, r, d) the minimal value of m for which we can always distribute 
our questions so that rn; I m for every i, i = 1,2, . . . , r. Clearly this f(n, r, d) is the 
minimal value of m for which any set of n elements can be sorted in r time inter- 
vals (rounds) with m parallel processors, using only d-step implications. Also, 
f(n, r) =f(n, r, n) =f(n, r, n - 1) is the corresponding value without any bound on the 
number of steps. The problem of determining f(n, r, d) is a variant of a number of 
questions raised by Pavol Hell and popularised by him and Fred Roberts in 1979. 
This question bears only a superficial resemblance to the restricted sorting problem 
discussed by many authors including Batcher [l], Floyd and Knuth [5], Van 
Voorhis [lo] andKnuth [9]. 
A problem similar to that of determining f(n, r, d) was solved in [4] with the aid 
of random graphs, and the same method was used by Haggkvist and Hell [6-81 to 
obtain results about f(n, r) and other related functions. In this paper we shall first 
prove (in Theorems 3 and 4) upper and lower bounds for direct implications, that 
is for f(n, 2,2), and then (Corollary 7) we give an upper bound for f(n, 2). These 
bounds are essentially best possible. 
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In most of the paper we shall consider the case r= 2. Then the problem asks for 
a graph with n vertices and m edges whose every acyclic orientation contains at least 
(2”) - m d-step implications. Given a graph G = (V, E), let E’ be an orientation of the 
edges. We call this orientation acyclic or consistent, if the oriented graph 6 = (V, ,!?) 
contains no oriented cycle. The d-step closure of G’ contains all directed edges x3 
for which there are vertices zl, 22, . . . , Zj, j I d - 1, such that xyi , zz2, . . . , Zj-lZ;. and 
z?i are all in I?. The n-step closure of 6 is called the closure. Then f(n, 2, d) is the 
minimal integer m for which there is a graph G with n vertices and m edges such 
that for every acyclic orientation 6 the d-step closure contains at least (i) - m edges. 
The proofs of our upper bounds on f(n, 2, d) are closely modelled on the proofs 
in [4], that is instead of constructing concrete graphs, we shall prove considerably 
more than the existence of one appropriate graph: we shall show that almost every 
(a.e.) graph in a certain probability space 9(n, P(edge) =p) will do. Given 0 <p < 1, 
denote by Y(n, P(edge) =p) the discrete probability space consisting of all graphs on 
a fixed set I/ of labelled vertices in which the probability of a fixed graph Go with 
m edges is 
P((G,})=p”(l -P)(;)-‘Y 
Equivalently, the edges are chosen independently and with probability p. (See 
[2; Ch. VIII] for the basic properties of random graphs.) We would like to empha- 
size that p will depend on n. 
In order to prove our main result concerning direct implications, we need two 
technical lemmas. Throughout the paper the inequalities are claimed to hold only 
for large values of n though this is not always mentioned at the time. 
Lemma 1. Let a>O, p=n-U and let y< 1 be a constant, and let w. satisfy 
pw,/log n -+ 00. Then almost every graph in g(n,P(edge)=p) has the following 
property. If WcV, IWl=wrw,, andifZ,=~xEI/-W,lT(x)nWIsypw}, then 
lZwl % 6na log n for some constant 6 depending on y. 
Proof. For fixed w, W and XE I/- W, the de Moivre-Laplace theorem implies that 
there is a constant q (depending on y) for which 
Hence 
P(x E Z,) 5 eeqpw. 
P( 1 Zw I> 2) 5 nz eerlpwz 5 e-qpwz’2, 
since pw/log n ---f 00. So the probability that some set of order w exists which fails 
to satisfy the lemma is at most nwe0pwz’2 5 n-w’2 if z r&P log n and 6 = 3/q. 
Thus a graph fails the conclusions of the lemma with probability at most 
n-n -Yl’2 + 0. 0 
Lemma 2. Let 
log log n + log 2 
log n log n > 
and p=nen. 
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Then almost every graph in 9(n, P(edge)=p) has the following property. Let 
y=g andx=&n ‘-a(l+o(l)). Then if UcVis any set with IUI=u=ypx, theset 
T,={XEv--u;r(X)nu=0} 
has at most $nlma elements. 
Proof. For fixed U and XE V- U, 
P(x~T,)=(l-p)~~e-~~. 
Put t = &n’-@. Then for fixed U, 
=exp{t(alogn-pu+O(l))} 
= exp(tlogn(a-%+0(l))} 
I ,-i/20 since al+. 
Hence the probability of some graph in Y(n,P((edge)=p) failing to satisfy the 
lemma is at most n”n-t’20, which tends to zero since u=o(t). 0 
Theorem 3. Let 
(_A 1_ l”glogn+_ log 2 
3 log n log n 
and p=n-“. 
Then almost every graph G in Y(n, P(edge) = p) has the following property. G has 
at most +n5’3(logn) “3 edges, and every consistent orientation of G has at least 
(z) - +n5’3(log n)“3 direct implications. In particular, f (n, 2,2) 5 +n5’3 (log n)“3 if 
n is sufficiently large. 
Proof. Since almost every graph G in Y(n, P(edge) =p) has at most pn2 edges we 
have only to show that for almost every G, in any consistent orientation of G at 
most pn2 edges are not direct implications. We may assume that the conclusions of 
Lemmas 1 and 2 hold for G. 
Let V={xl,x2,..., x,} and let the hidden order of V be xi<Xj if i< j. Let 
k= r+rU1 and partition V into k consecutive blocks of roughly equal size, that is, 
v=UF=, wj, maxIV;+l=minW,+, and Ln/kJ~i~j~rn/kl. 
Now for each vertex u E V, define m(u) 2 0 by m(u) = i- j, where u E w; and 
j= max{lri: JT(u)nW,_,lI~ptn/kl}. 
Thus for each 1, j< 1~ i- 1, jT(u)n W,( I ypLn/kl, where y = g. So, by Lemma 1, 
c utV m(u)lk&zalogn for some constant 6. Let U= U(u)=T(u)fl Wj_1. If 
t E U::f W, satisfies r(t) fl U # 0, then t? is a direct implication. Since the number 
of vertices t such that I-(t)n U=0 is, by Lemma 2, at most n1 -’ (because 
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1 U] 2 ~Pn/k), the number of vertices y E Ui=, W, such that YT is not a direct impli- 
cation is at most 
rn/kl(m(o)+2)++ri-a. 
Hence the total number of missing direct implications is at most 
2+r/kl+rn/kl c m(o)+~n2-n~~n2-a+nsnalogn+~n2-aIn2-a, 
USV 
as required. Cl 
Now we shall turn to d-step implications. In order to avoid inessential complica- 
tions, we shall omit the integrality signs - this clearly does not effect the argument. 
Once again we need two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 4. Let p = nea, where 
(i) d23 is a fixed integer and cu=(d- 1)/(2d- 1)+0(l), or 
(ii) 
1 logn 1 
d=- 
2 log log n 
and CY=?- 
log log n + log 2 
log n logn’ 
Let x=(5n1-a/6d)(l-&) where O<s=&(n)=o(l), and let y=g. Then almost 
every graph G in 9(n, P(edge) =p) has the following property. Let X1, . . . , X,-r be 
disjointsetsin V(G) with IX;\ =x, such thatforeachiandoEXi, IT(t~)flX;+~jrypx. 
Then if YcX,, IYlrypx, thesetZ={v~Xd_1)yu2u2~~~vd_2u isapath in Gfor 
some YE Y and UiEXi) satisfies (ZI ~(ypx/f)~-‘, where 
(i) f =2d if d is a fixed integer, or 
(ii) f= 
log log n 1 log n 
log log log log n 
if d=- 
2 loglogn’ 
Proof. We will show that if Z, = Y and Z, = {u E X, 1 T(u) (l X,_ , # 0) for 12 2, then 
IZ, I L A/( ypx)‘, where A, = 1 and 
(i) Ar =A/_, /2d if d is fixed, or 
(ii) I, = 
log log log log n 1 log n 
log log n 
AI-t if d=- 
2 loglogn’ 
Since fA,=A1_l we clearly have lZ,l r(ypx/f)’ and thus IZI = lZ&rI r(ypx/f)d-‘, 
as required. In fact the probability of some graph G in 9(n, P(edge) =p) failing to 
satisfy the conclusions of the lemma is at most P = Cp:i P(I), where 
We now estimate P(l). Given A CZ[_ 1 with IAl = a = A,_ ,( ypx)‘-’ let B = 
{uEXII~(O)&~+~}. Since BcZ,, 
PU) 5 P(lBl +(YPx)‘). 
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Put b = A,( ypx)‘. Then P(f) is at most the expected number of bipartite subgraphs 
in G with colour classes of orders a and b and spanning at least aypx edges (recall 
that each vertex of A sends at least ypx edges to X, so the number of edges between 
A and B is at least aypx). By Theorem 6 of Bollobas [3, Ch. I], this expected 
number is at most 
where u = aypx/pab = yx/b. Hence 
P(I) 5 exp{a log n + b(1 + (log n)/b) - aypx(log u - 1)) 
=expk,-,(ypx)‘[ z+ +Jl+Y)-l,,.+l]l. 
Let 
,=lo,,_,(,+~)-~-l 
where A = 1,/A,_ ]. Note that A < 1, and also that (log n)/ypx= o(l), so p= 
log u - A(log n)/b + O(1). We show that for n L ne( y, d), where no is independent of 
1, we have p > 1, Note that we use 0( ) and o( ) to denote functions independent of 1. 
Case (i): d is fixed. Then 
,U = (1 -a)logn-Alogn-(1 -A)logb+O(l) 
= [l-o-A-(1 -A)/(1 -2a)]logn+O(l) 
z(l-a--_-(1-A)(d-l)(l-2a))logn+O(l) 
~-&(l+o(l))logn>l for n>no(y,d). 
Case (ii): d = 3 log n/log log n. Then nt-2a= *(log n)2, so 
p = (1 -a)logn-logd-Alogn-(1 -A)logb+O(l) 
2 (~-~)logn+logloglogn-(1-A)1logpx+o(1) 
r(+-/2)logn+logloglogn-Z(logn’-2a-logd)+0(1) 
2 (3 - A) log n - 1 log log n + I log log log n + O(log log n) 
= (d-I)loglogn+Ilogloglogn-Alogn+O(loglogn). 
Now if !I +d, we have 
p > +d log log n + o(log n) 
=+(l+o(l))logn>l for n>no, 
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whereas if i > fd we get 
1 log n * log log log n 
W; 
log n . log log log log n 
Ioglogn - log log n 
+ O(log log n) 
> 1 for n>ne. 
Therefore in either case, p > 1 if n > ne( y, d), and P(1) 5 exp(-A,_ t( ypx)‘). 
Now 
& (Ypx)” I > ypx > e-x nj2 
J-L IoPe f 
-> 1, 
8fd 
SO 
p(f) rexp(-(ypx)2)5 l/n. 
Thus, P = Cy:zzP(I)~d/n --f 0, proving the lemma. 0 
In the case d >2 the role of Lemma 2 will be played by the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let p = n?, where 
(i) d r3 is a fixed integer and 
or 
d-l 1 log log n 1 log 4d2 (r=_-- --___ 
2d-1 2d-1 logn 2 logn ’ 
(ii) 
1 logn 
d=- 
2 loglogn 
1 loglogn + log2 
and II=-- 
2 log n logn’ 
Let x=(5n1-a/6d)(l-c), where O<c=&(n)=o(l), and let r=g. Then almost 
every graph G in Y(n, P(edge) =p) has the following property. Let U c V(G) satisfy 
IU/ =u=(ypx/f)d_1, where f is as defined in Lemma 4. Put 
T,= {uEV-UlI+)W=O}. 
Then 
IT,1 5 +z-? 
Proof. For fixed U and u E V - U, 
P(u E T,) = (1 -p)“i empu. 
Putting t=&nlea. 
P(IT,I 2 t)l n(e-@. 
Thus if P is the probability that some graph G fails to satisfy the conclusions of the 
lemma, then 
ps nUnte-PU'<n'e-PU'/2 - 
= exp{ -t(+pu - log n)} . 
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Let p = +pu - log n. We show ~1 > 1 for large n. 
Case (i): d is fixed. Then 
logpu = -alogn+(d- l)log(ypx/2d) 
= -alogn+(d- l){(l -2a)logn-log(12d2/5y)-log(1 -a)} 
= 1oglogn-t (d- 1) log4d2- (d- l)log(12d2/5y) 
-(d- l)log(l -a)++log4d2 
> loglogn++log4d2. 
Hencepur2dlogn and p>l. 
Case (ii): d = 3 log n/log log n. Then 
logpu = -alogn+(d- l){log$y-logf-logd 
- log 4 + 2 log log n + log(1 - E)} 
r-alogn+(d-l){loglogn-logf+logloglogn+O(l)j 
= (d- l){logloglogloglogn+0(1)} 
z d>loglogn+log4 
for large n. Thus g>logn > 1. 
Hence in each case p > 1 if n is large, and Pr e-‘--t 0, proving the lemma. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 6. Let p = nV, where 
(i) d 2 3 is a fixed integer and 
or 
d-l 1 loglogn log2d 
a= --~ -- 
2d-1 2d-1 logn logn ’ 
(ii) 
1 logn 
d=------- 
2 loglogn 
and a=-- 
1 loglogn + log2 
2 log n log* 
Then almost every graph G in Y(n, P(edge) =p) has the foilowing property: in any 
consistent orientation of G there are at most n2-n pairs whose order is not given 
by d-step implications. 
Proof. We may assume that G satisfies the conclusions of Lemmas 1 (with 
w,,p = log n - log log n), 4 and 5. Let V(G) = (~1, ~2, . . . , xn} be oriented so that xi < Xj 
if i<j and partition V into k blocks K, where k=+dn” thus: V= 1 jf=, Wj, 
I&l=% 1-a/6d=n/kandmax W;+l=min ~+,.DefineYr,...,YkbyYr=Wrand 
~+,=(w~~+,:lr(w)n~Ir~p(YiI}, wherey=$$. BysuccessiveuseofLemma 1 
we may then deduce that IYI+,121Wj+,)-nalogn=x sincep(Y,(/logn+oo. Note 
that x=(5n’-a/6d)(l -E) where O<&=o(l) since n-“‘l+n-1’210gn. 
Define for u E K the function m(u) 10 by m(u) = i-j, where 
j= max{lli: jT(u)flyl_,jzypx}. 
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HenceforeachI,jclli-1, I~(u)nY,~r~px,sobyLemmal, C,,,,m(u)(kWlogn, 
since for each block Y, there are at most 6na log n vertices u E I/ for which 
IV-(u) n r, I 5 YPX. 
Consider avertex DEW;, and set Xj=J’_m(o)_j for l~j~d-1. Let Y=T(u)nXt, 
so (Y(zypx. Then the sets XX,,..., X,_, satisfy the conditions, and so the con- 
clusions, of Lemma 4, and so there is a set ZCX,_ 1 with /ZI 2 (yp~/f)~-’ such 
that every edge zu, z E Z, is a (d- 1)-step implication. By Lemma 5, putting Z = U, 
there are at most &rzPa vertices of V not joined to some element of Z. Hence the 
number of vertices w E Vsuch that w < u and WV is not a d-step implication is at most 
Summing over all u E V, the number of missing implications is at most 
n2d n 
-+k c m(u)++-” 
k 
proving the theorem. q 
Corollary 7. (i) Zf n is sufficiently large, then 
f(n, 2, d) I (1/2d)n1 +d’(2d- “(log n)1’(2d- ‘), 
that is for each integer d and large enough n there is a graph G of order n with at 
most (1/2d)n 1 + d/(2d- 1) (log n)1/(2d- 1) e dg es, such that in every consistent orienta- 
tion of G, the orders of all but at most (1/2d)n ’ +d’(2d- ‘)(log n)1’(2d- ‘) pairs are 
implied by d-step implications. 
(ii) Zf n is sufficiently large, then 
f (n, 2) 5 +n3’2 log n, 
that is for large n there is a graph G of order n with at most jn3’2 log n edges, such 
that in any consistent orientation of G, the closure of G contains all but +n3’2 log n 
pairs. 
Proof. Almost every graph in FI(n,P(edge) =p) has fewer than pn2 edges. q 
The above corollary is more or less best possible, as we will deduce from the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 8. Suppose the positive integers d, n and m satisfy d 12 and 
n(d+ 1)/d 
-=c m < Kdn2. 
Then every graph G = G(n, m) has a consistent orientation 6 for which at least 
2-14n(3d- l)/(d- l)m-d/(d- 1) 
edges do not belong to the d-step closure of G, provided n is sufficiently large. 
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Proof. Let H be the subgraph of G spanned by the s =+n vertices of smallest 
degree. (We assume here and elsewhere that n is sufficiently large that integer part 
signs can be safely ignored.) Then A 5 4&n = 2m/s, where A is the maximal degree 
of H. Consider the probability space of all s! orderings of the vertices of H. We 
shall estimate from above the probability that there is an (i+ I)-step implication 
between a and b where a and b are given vertices and 1 sisd- 1. Let A, be the 
event that there are exactly u vertices between a and b. Then 
P(A) = 
2(s-(u+ 1)) 
s(s-1) * 
The probability that a given a - b path of length i + 1 yields an (i + I)-step implica- 
tion, given that A, occurs, is 
Hence the probability that there is a d-step implication between a and b, given that 
A, occurs, is at most 
where ti(a, b) denotes the number of a-b paths of length i+ 1. 
Let A4 be the expected number of non-adjacent pairs (a, b) not implied by d-step 
implications. By (*) 
s-2 
1142 c c P(A,) 
obeE(H)u=O + 
where X+ = max(x, 0). Hence for every 0 I u 5s - 2, 
ob$E(H)u=O 
where T is the number of (i-t- 1)-paths in H. Clearly 
so 
10 
so 
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Sj W m W 
--->l, 
Si_r S-2 - 2S S-2 
max Sj(~>i=Sd_,(~>“-‘<t(;), 
ISiS&1 
Therefore 
f P(A,)+ ; wS-=$~~, 
u=O (> s(s - 1) 
because S - (w + 1) 2 4s. Finally note that 
iwS > 2-1‘$+3& l)/(d- l)m-d/(d- 1) 
Choose an ordering of G in which every vertex of G-H is greater than every 
vertex of H, and so that the ordering induced on H has at least M?+ WS missing 
d-step implications in H. Then G has at least +wS missing d-step implications. 0 
Corollary 9. Zf C < m and n is large enough then 
f(n,2,d) 2 2-7n’+d’(2d-1), and f(n,2) L Cn3’2. 
(Remark. Haggkvist and Hell [7] proved f(n, 2) r +n3’* - +n.) 
Proof. The first part of the corollary is proved by putting m = 2-‘n’ +d’(2d- ‘) in 
Theorem 8. To see the second part let G be a graph of order n with m = fl/Zn3’* 
edges. Let C,, C2, . . . , C, be the coiour classes produced by the greedy colouring 
algorithm (see [2, p. 891). Set ni = ICil. Then 
k 
C ni=n and f inism. 
I I 
Let us minimize 
subject to the conditions 
$xi=n, $ ixism and XizO, i=l,..., n. 
By the method of Lagrange multipliers we obtain that at the minimum Xi = ,U - i,l 
over the range 15 i 5 i,, - 3m/n, OlXi,l~ and Xi=0 for i>iO, where A-&n3/m2 
and p -fn*/m. Consequently the minimum in (*) is about $z’/m = 2m. Hence the 
parameters of our colouring satisfy 
k n 
’ 
Ec ‘> I 2 
2 m(1 + o(l)). 
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Now let us order the vertices of G in such a-way that every vertex in Ci precedes 
every vertex in Ci+l) i = 1,2, . . . , k- 1, and let G be the orientation of G induced by 
this ordering. Then for x, y E Ci, xfy, there is no implication from x to y SO at most 
(I)-$ (;)z(;)-m(l+oW 
edges belong to the closure of 6. 0 
In the proof above we proved the following assertion in extremal graph theory. 
Colour a graph of order n and size m by the greedy algorithm. Then there are 
at least (2n3/9m)(l + o(1)) pairs of vertices of the same colour, provided m/n -+ 00 
and m/n2 + 0. 
It is perhaps interesting to note the following easy algorithm for sorting n 
elements in r = 2k - 1 rounds using only direct implications. The algorithm has com- 
plexity na”, where a,=2, a2=+ and a,=++1/2(2k-1)-++ as r-+03, but has the 
advantage of working for all n; it may then be quite useful for values of n less than 
say 1000. 
Split the n elements into m (arbitrarily chosen) subsets each of size n/m, where 
m =nPk and pk = 1/(2k- 1). The subsets are ordered in r-2 rounds, each round 
involving at most m - (n/m)“k-1 =nQ questions. Let now u be any element and 
X={x,,...,x,,, > be a subset of n/m previously ordered elements, o$X. Assume 
the order of X to be xl<x2<...<x,,,. The value of j for which Xj < u <Xi+ 1 can 
be found in two rounds by first comparing u with {xt, x2[, . . . , xtz) where t = @, 
and then comparing u with {xrt, xN+ i, . . . ,x,,+,_ ,} where x/~ < u<x(,+ m. Hence the 
order of the n elements can be completely determined after a further 2 rounds, each 
involving at most nmv57iG= nak questions. 
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